Vintage mahogany speedboats on stamps
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Ensign’s report 1st December 2013
Well, it’s just about
a wrap for another
year, one that’s seen
some interesting
new models, new
members, a night
sail and a successful exhibition, with
tenure secured for
another year’s meetings and enough
money in the kitty
for our end of
year picnic. Many
thanks to Murray
for his efforts on
our behalf, and a
Merry Christmas
to all!

Bert contributed the
item on the right long
ago, based on a photo
taken in Edwardian
times. Unfortunately
I promptly lost it.
It floated down from
the bookcase the other
day, having done duty
as a bookmark in a
book I never finished
reading. So, sorry for
the delay Bert, but at
least it’s in time for
this Christmas.

In the early decades of the twentieth century the design of
the wooden speedboat was raised to the level of a new art
form, particularly in the USA. Four of the most recognised
classics were commemorated in this set of stamps issued by
the United States Postal Service in 2007, reproduced here a
little larger than actual size.
1931 Gar Wood
Typically powered by a V-12
Liberty aircraft engine and
capable of about 44 knots,
the Gar Wood triple-cockpit
33-foot runabout was not
for the faint-hearted. Here
we can see that the cover
boards and king plank of
the deck have been stained
in a darker colour, an option that became known as “walnutising”. Gar himself raced boats with great success.
1939 Hacker-Craft
This incredible vessel looks
like a cross between an aircraft and boat. Its stainless steel cabin was in fact
inspired by the aircraft of
the “streamlined decade”,
such as the Douglas DC-3.
Named Thunderbird, it is a
55-foot long commuter boat
and currently powered by two Allison V-12 aircraft engines.
1915 Hutchinson
I don’t have much information on this boat, a 30-foot
long-deck launch built by the
Hutchinson Brothers Boat
Company of New York. A
model of it would place a
premium on neat workmanship. Many of the period fittings would need to be hand
made, and that clear varnish finish means that your planking
must be neat - you can’t hide any mistakes with filler.
1954 Chris-Craft
Chris-Craft were the world’s
largest producer of wooden
boats, and this is one of
their prettiest models, the
19-foot Racing Runabout.
It featured a long foredeck
with the engine positioned
between the large front and
smaller rear cockpits.
Dumas have a version of this boat available as a 1:8 scale kit,
which will enable you to serve your planking apprenticeship.

Revell Type IX U-boat

A Fascination with Paddlers by Gordon (cont.)

Topping off what has surely been a vintage year for model
submarine kits, Revell have announced a 1:72 scale Type IX
U-boot.

Launched on 3rd May 1863 and having been built especially
for operation on the Paterson River, she was towed to Morpeth (an inland port) on the Hunter River. Anna was registered as ON46438, Iron, Stern Wheel, 84 Ton Gross, 97 Ton
Net, 91’9” x 17’4” x 6’5”, B1863 Pyrmont Sydney, Engine
25HP. Built for the Hunter River Steam Navigation Co. Ltd.
The hull was
constr ucted
of iron plates
hot
riveted
together, timber deck with
a small hatch
situated in the
centre of a flat
deck and covered with 10” x 4” oregon planks. At the end of her days on
Lake Macquarie these large planks were cut up for fire wood.
Anna Maria’s machinery was aft, so she was stern heavy when
unladen and actually drew more water in this condition.
The engine was a large single-cylinder simple steam engine
set to give continuous rotation. The engine was mounted
on the port side and drove a paddle wheel directly via a connecting rod and crank. The piston rod was very long and in
addition to conventional slide bars and cross head, there was
an extension carried on a slipper and slide bar on the front of
the cylinder, to eliminate wear on the piston rings.
The engine crosshead on four slide bars was similar to locomotive practice of the 1860s. As the engine was single acting,
when she was under way the paddle wheel did not revolve
continuously but in a series of kicks of half a revolution
each, with each kick being accompanied by a large puff as she
exhausted the spent steam up the funnel. (Sounds familiar ‘Clyde Puffer’ maybe.) On starting, after the initial kick, the
vessel would move thus turning the paddle and engine over
to produce the next kick.
The boiler was mounted on the starboard side, aft, and the
main steam pipe led directly across to the engine. Boilers for
steam raising on most Australian Steam Paddlers were of the
Colonial or locomotive multi tubular type. It appears that the
boiler was replaced as in 1920 she had a large Scotch Marine
Boiler with two furnaces. In 1932, her propulsion system was
removed and sold to a gravel pit company. What remained
of the hull was cut up in 1939 for the war effort.

Continuing their tradition of large-scale kits capable of conversion to working RC models, Revell have produced a fine
stable mate to their Type VII and Gato models. You can bet
third-party suppliers are already working on WTCs and ballast systems for it - it is a full 1063mm long. With luck the
box might just fit in that Christmas stocking...

Model portraits -11
Rose Sayer and a
suspiciously cleancut Charlie Allnut
take Bob’s steam
powered
African Queen out in
search of a German
gunboat. Bob tells
me his wife, Dillis, played a major
role in sourcing the
various ‘domestic’
items - tea set, gin
crates etc. -that are
such an important
part of this model.

A Fascination with Paddlers by Gordon
The sound of a steam engine running and paddle blades hitting the water and the unique steam whistle to me is something enchanting. Too many trips to Echuca maybe? My first
model was a rather crude attempt to scratch build a side paddler tug “Strongbow”. Plans off the net and in German made
it a challenge.
The opportunity to restore Mike Gill’s stern wheeler was a
bit of a buzz. ‘Cyclops’ was scratch built from an illustration
in a model boat magazine. Research into her history lead me
to the riverboats of the mid 1800s on the east coast rivers of
Australia.
One such paddler was the SP Anna Maria. Her information
came from a riverboat historian living in Paterson and two
gentlemen whose fathers worked on her. Anna Maria was
built in England, knocked down, shipped to Australia and
reassembled in Mr P N Russell’s yard at Pyrmont in Sydney.

Pictures depict the
Anna Maria at work

